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Contact tracing technology has been introduced in many countries as part
of the COVID-19 containment strategy. However, research indicates that
current adoption rates are too low for tracing apps to be effective. To address
the complexity of app adoption, a typology-based approach is presented that
differentiates between refusers who generally reject app adoption, ditherers
who hesitate to adopt the app, adopters who have downloaded and activated
the app, and de-adopters who had installed the app but later uninstalled it.
A national online survey of N = 1,535 participants in Switzerland revealed
significant differences among these groups of people regarding their
perceptions about app-related benefits and costs, knowledge about data
handling in technology, and app-related opinion leadership. The results
indicate that communication strategies that aim to enhance the rate of app
adoption should focus on ditherers and adopters; the former are the most
promising target group for behavioral change efforts, and the latter seem to
be the best means to reach out to this promising group.
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In 2020, app-based contact tracing was introduced in several countries as part of
the COVID-19 containment strategy (Kahn, 2020). These apps are aimed at controlling the
pandemic while, at the same time, allowing the economic, political, and social system to
recover. The primary objective for contact tracing apps is to stop the spread of COVID-19
by complementing the conventional tracing of transmission chains. However, research
suggests that app adoption by about 60 percent of the population is necessary for such
technologies to reach their full effectiveness (Ferretti et al., 2020; Hinch et al., 2020).
The promising potential of tracing apps in containing the pandemic and the need
for a high rate of adoption stimulated research on tracing-app adoption worldwide. Most
of this research was conducted before the release of contact tracing apps to support the
introduction of these technologies. Generally, these studies indicate a high willingness
among respondents to adopt contact tracing apps. For example, about 80% of respondents
in Italy and France (Altmann et al., 2020), two-thirds in the US (Hargittai et al., 2020), and
60% in the UK (Bachtiger et al., 2020; see also O'Callaghan et al., 2020; Walrave et al.,
2020) were willing to adopt these apps. However, surveys that examined app adoption after
the release of the technology found that only about two fifths of respondents adopted the
apps (Abuhammad et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2020). These numbers indicate a gap
between respondents’ claimed intention and actual adoption.
The present study complements this research with a typology-based approach to
app adoption based on a national online survey conducted one week after the release of the
app in Switzerland. This approach allows us to consider app adoption not as a binary
phenomenon (yes/no) but as a complex process that encompasses decisions that have not
yet been made as well as those that have been revised (e.g., Straub, 2009; Wisdom et al.,
2014). We differentiate between (1) refusers who are unwilling to adopt the app, (2)
ditherers who have not currently installed the app but show some willingness to adopt it in
the future, (3) adopters who have installed and activated it on their phones, and (4) deadopters who had installed the app but later uninstalled it. Complementary to the
predominant predictor-driven perspective in current tracing app research (e.g., Kaspar,
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2020; Sharma et al., 2020; Walrave et al., 2020), we will not predict app adoption but
describe the distinct types of app adopters with regard to their perceptions about app-related
benefits and costs, their knowledge about data handling in technology, and their app-related
opinion leadership. The quantitative description along these dimensions will result in
unique profiles for different types of adopters. These profiles are particularly informative
for strategic communication efforts that aim to increase app adoption.
A Typology-Based Approach to Tracing-App Adoption
The SwissCovid App
The typology-based approach to app adoption is applied to the introduction of the
tracing app in Switzerland. The SwissCovid app uses Bluetooth technology to exchange
randomly generated keys with other activated apps that are within 1.5 m for at least 15
minutes. If an app user tests positive for COVID-19, the user will receive a code from the
health authorities that needs to be entered in the app to anonymously alert all users who
have been in close contact with the infected person (Federal Statistical Office, 2020). There
is empirical evidence that the SwissCovid app reaches exposed contacts, who then test
positive for COVID-19, indicating that the app is an effective tool for controlling the spread
of COVID-19 (Salathé et al., 2020).
Similar to other contact tracing apps introduced worldwide (Kahn, 2020), the
SwissCovid app follows the principle of “privacy by design” (Cavoukian, 2010), meaning
that privacy and security protections are built into the design of the technology to ensure
data security (rather than only relying on responsible use). The app does not collect location
data (as it is built on Bluetooth technology); it stores proximity data decentralized on users’
smartphones, deletes the data after 14 days, and minimizes the accessibility of data to
public health authorities. Only in cases of a test-confirmed COVID-19 infection and user
consent, encrypted information will be sent to a central server (Federal Office of Public
Health, 2020).
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The SwissCovid app was released on June 25, 2020. Its use is voluntary, which is
guaranteed by law. In line with results from a survey in April 2020 that revealed that more
than 70% of Swiss are willing to install the apps (Hargittai & Thouvenin, 2020), data from
the Federal Statistical Office (2020) document a fast diffusion of the adoption of the app
in the Swiss population during the first week after its release. Figure 1 illustrates that the
numbers of downloads and active apps steadily increased in the first days. However, after
seven days, the numbers of active apps started to stagnate at about one million. However,
this is only a rough and conservative estimate because the data-protection measures do not
allow any identification and differentiation between users. Considering the two statistics,
app users during this period likely comprised 12–20% of the population, which is below
the envisioned penetration.

Figure 1. Numbers of active apps and downloads after the release of the SwissCovid
app.
A Typology of App Adoption
In this paper, the adoption and non-adoption of the SwissCovid app after the first
week of its release is comprehensively examined. Adoption is defined as having the tracing
app installed and activated on the smartphone. Following the technology adoption literature
and the understanding of app adoption as a complex process (e.g., Straub, 2009; Wisdom
et al., 2014), we differentiate between people who generally refuse to adopt the app
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(refusers), hesitate to adopt the app (ditherers), downloaded and activated the app
(adopters), and uninstalled the app after initital installation (de-adopters). This typology
allows us to go beyond a binary understanding of app adoption as a yes/no decision because
it acknowledges the temporal dimension of technology adoption on the individual level.
More concretely, covering individual stages in the adoption process, it considers that there
are people who have not yet made a decision (ditherers) and people who have revised their
decision on adoption (de-adopters), in addition to people who reject the adoption of the app
(refusers) and people who adopt the app (adopters). These types of people have “unique
(but malleable) perceptions of technology” (Straub, 2009, p. 626) based on their
expectations and experiences related to their stages in the adoption process. Thus, the
present typology-based approach to app adoption is theory-driven, and the four types are
pre-defined in line with the technology adoption process.
We examine adoption types with regard to their perceptions about the benefits of
public health and costs of data misuse, their knowledge about data handling in technology,
and their app-related opinion leadership. These dimensions will be particularly insightful
from a strategic communication perspective. First, the examination of the benefit-cost
assessments of the types may inform the design of effective messages for different target
groups. Second, the investigation of the knowledge of members of each type will allow us
to distinguish between uninformed and knowledge-driven app-user concerns (Nowak &
Phelps, 1992) and help determine to what extent further information is needed to increase
app adoption. Third, the examination of opinion leadership aids in the identification of
people that can be addressed as agents of change to ultimately increase the rate of app
adoption in the population (Valente & Davis, 1999).
Perceived health benefits and perceived costs of data misuse. The benefit of
tracing technologies on public health and the privacy concerns linked with contact tracing
have spurred an intense public debate around the use of contact tracing apps (Guinchard,
2020; Lapolla & Lee, 2020; Sweeney, 2020). Thus, from a user perspective, the question
of app adoption may appear as a “trade-off between privacy and public benefit” (Hargittai
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et al., 2020, para. 14; see also Kaptchuk et al., 2020; Redmiles, 2020). Such cost-benefit
assessments that include the disclosure of personal information have been extensively
investigated in the tradition of the privacy calculus model (Keith et al., 2013; Laufer &
Wolfe, 1977). According to this model, users are more likely to share personal information
when the benefits of the transaction outweigh the risks (Dinev & Hart, 2006), such as in
the present case, when the perceived health benefits are higher than the perceived risk of
data misuse (Hassandoust et al., 2020). Notably, previous research on app adoption reveals
that both perceptions about the effectiveness of the app as a public health measure and
about data misuse play an important role in the adoption process (Bachtiger et al., 2020;
Hassandoust et al., 2020; O'Callaghan et al., 2020; Redmiles, 2020; Walrave et al., 2020;
Wyl, Höglinger, et al., 2020).
Knowledge about data handling on the app. A thorough understanding of users’
privacy concerns requires an examination of the knowledge that underlies those concerns
(Nowak & Phelps, 1992). In the online privacy literature, knowledge about privacy risks is
referred to as privacy literacy (Baruh et al., 2017). The idea behind this concept is that
people are concerned about their privacy when using digital media but lack privacy
literacy—that is, knowledge on how to protect their data—to behave accordingly (Trepte
et al., 2015). In the context of tracing apps, it can be assumed that a high amount of
knowledge on data handling would support app adoption given the amount of privacy
measures implemented in the design of such technologies.
App-related opinion leadership. Technology adoption is inherently linked to the
concept of opinion leadership (Rogers, 2002; Wisdom et al., 2014). Opinion leadership has
been applied in diffusion of innovations models to explain innovation spread within and
between communities (Rogers, 1995, 2002). Opinion leaders are “people who influence
the opinions, attitudes, beliefs, motivations, and behaviors of others” (Valente &
Pumpuang, 2006, p. 881). They are particularly knowledgeable in their field of expertise
(Trepte & Scherer, 2010) and try to convince others based on their own opinions (Geber,
2019). Their social influence is not primarily rooted in prominence or in high
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socioeconomic status but in their recognition as experts in their fields (Katz & Lazarsfeld,
1955; Weimann, 1994). Opinion leaders can eliminate barriers to change and increase the
rate of diffusion of innovation (Valente & Davis, 1999).
Research Question
To gain a profound understanding of the four different types of app adoption, our
typology-based approach seeks to explore differences and similarities between refusers,
ditherers, adopters, and de-adopters based on the aforementioned dimensions. The
quantitative multidimensional description of the four types will result in unique profiles
that are particularly informative for strategic communication efforts. Hence, the following
research question is formulated:
RQ: How do refusers, ditherers, adopters, and de-adopters differ with regard to
their perceptions about the app’s health benefits and costs of data privacy, their knowledge
about data handling on the app, and their app-related opinion leadership?
Methods
Data Collection and Sample
To answer this research question, we used data from a national online survey based
on an online access panel in Switzerland. The data collection started on July 1, one week
after the release of the app in Switzerland and ended on July 11; a total of N = 1,535
participants completed the survey. Switzerland has different language regions: the Germanspeaking region in the north, east, and center of the country; the French region in the west;
and the Italian region mostly represented by the southern Canton of Ticino. In order to
represent all language regions, the sample was quoted for age, gender, and language region.
More specifically, the sample was cross-stratified for these variables, meaning that the
proportions of groups defined across all three variables (e.g., females aged 14–29 from the
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German-speaking part of Switzerland) were based on data from the Federal Statistical
Office (2019) and that the sampling was based on these proportions. Table 1 presents the
targeted and actual cross-quotas of gender, age, and language region; it demonstrates that
no post-hoc weighting of the data was necessary as the sample’s distributions reflect
properly pre-defined quotas. About 49.7% of the respondents are female, and the mean age
is 46.9 (SD = 17.6; Min = 18, Max = 85). Additionally, 70.1% of the respondents live in
the German-speaking region, 22.9% in the French-speaking region, and 7.0% in the Italianspeaking region of Switzerland.

Age

Table 1. Target and Actual Quotas of Gender, Age, and Language Region.
14–29
30–44
45–59
60–85
Total

Female

Male

German-speaking
Switzerland

119/115

130/127

141/140

152/151

542/533

French-speaking
Switzerland

39/39

43/43

46/45

50/49

178/176

Italian-speaking
Switzerland

12/12

13/13

14/13

15/16

54/54

119/116

141/140

141/143

141/144

542/543

39/39

46/43

46/47

46/47

177/176

12/12

14/14

14/14

14/13

54/53

340/333

387/380

402/402

418/420

1,547/1,535

German-speaking
Switzerland
French-speaking
Switzerland
Italian-speaking
Switzerland

Total
Note. Targeted n/actual n.
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Measures
For some measures, we were not able to adopt questions from previous studies due
to the novelty and the specificity of the topic (i.e., tracing technology adoption during a
pandemic). To ensure the quality of the measures, we discussed our questions with experts
from the Federal Office of Public Health, did extensive pretesting in our research group
and with students, and pretested the survey with laypersons with different
sociodemographic profiles, particularly in terms of understanding.
Adoption types. The adoption types were identified based on two questions. First,
participants were asked a question about their current adoption, that is, whether they had
installed and were currently using the contact tracing app (“Do you currently have the
federal tracing app [SwissCovid app] installed on your smartphone, and do you use it?”).
The following response options were provided: 1 = no, because I do not have a smartphone
(n = 55), 2 = no, because I haven’t installed it (yet) (n = 633), 3 = no, because I’ve
uninstalled it already (n = 32), 4 = yes, but I have deactivated it (n = 29), 5 = yes, and I
use it (n = 786). Second, we examined the intentions of participants who indicated that
they did not have the app currently installed (adoption = 2), that is, how likely they were
to install and use the app in the future on a scale ranging from 1 = very unlikely to 5 = very
likely (“How likely do you think it is that you will install and use the tracing app in the
future?”; M = 2.57, SD = 1.38). People who did not have a smartphone (n = 55; adoption =
1) were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a final sample of n = 1,480. The other
respondents were classified as refusers, those who had not yet installed the app and had no
intentions of doing so (n = 203; adoption = 2 and intention = 1), ditherers who had not yet
installed the app but intended to do so (n = 430; adoption = 2 & intention > 1), adopters
who had installed the app and used it (n = 786; adoption = 5), and de-adopters who had
installed the app in the past but uninstalled or deactivated it (n = 61; adoption = 3 or 4).
Perceived health benefits and perceived costs of data misuse. To account for the
fact that people may perceive a variety of interrelated yet distinct health-related benefits
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and privacy-related costs (Redmiles, 2020), we assessed benefits and costs using several
items, each on a scale from 1 = do not agree at all to 5 = fully agree. Regarding health
benefits, we collected data on the following three aspects: (1) individual health, assessed
by the item “When I use the tracing app, it helps me detect a possible infection early” (M
= 3.72, SD = 1.2); (2) health of the personal social context, covered by the item “When I
use the tracing app, it helps me get tested early and protect people around me.” (M = 3.83,
SD = 1.19); (3) public health, assessed by the item “When I use the tracing app, I help limit
the spread of the virus in the Swiss population” (M = 3.92, SD = 1.18). To evaluate the cost
of data misuse, we differentiated between (1) the perceived risk of data misuse (“There is
a big risk that my data will be misused when I use the tracing app”; M = 2.4, SD = 1.27);
(2) the likelihood of data misuse (“It is likely that the tracing app is collecting too much
data about me”; M = 2.64, SD = 1.3); and (3) the severity of data misuse (“If the data
collected by the app were misused, there would be serious consequences for me and my
privacy”; M = 2.85, SD = 1.38).
Knowledge about data handling on the app. Knowledge was measured by three
questions relating to different aspects of the data handling on the app. These questions were
adopted from a survey commissioned by the Federal Office of Public Health in May 2020
(Bosshardt et al., 2020) and refer to the collection, storage, and accessibility of data; several
response options were provided for each question (Table 2). A new variable based on the
number of correct responses was computed (only exclusively correct answers were
counted). This procedure resulted in a knowledge index that ranged from 0 = no correct
responses to 3 = three correct responses (M = 1.24, SD = 0.96).
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Table 2. Measure of Knowledge About Data Handling on the App.
Question
Answer Options
n (%)
What kind of data is

a) Close contacts with other people who also

collected with the
tracing app?

use the app*
b) Movement data (geographical localization)
c) Don’t know

522 (35.3%)
76 (5.1%)

Where is the data that
is recorded by the
tracing app stored?

a) Central computer of the Swiss
Confederation

440 (27.7%)

b) Locally on individual smartphones*

692 (46.8%)

c) Computers distributed around the world
d) Don’t know

46 (3.1%)
398 (26.9%)

a) People working as contact tracers

382 (25.8%)

b) The scientific community researching the

271 (18.3%)

Who gets access to
your personal data?

1270 (75.5%)

pathways of contagion
c) Me

581 (39.2%)

d) Authorities/police
e) Nobody*

162 (10.9%)
282 (19.1%)

f) Don’t know

315 (21.3%)

Note. n = 1,480; multiple answers possible, *right answer.
App-related opinion leadership. Opinion leadership was measured using four
items on a 5-point frequency scale ranging from 1 = never to 5 = very often (Table 3).
Following the idea of “monomorphic” leadership (Merton, 1949), we define and
operationalize opinion leadership as domain-specific leadership as opposed to polymorphic
opinion leadership, which refers to people who are influential across a broad range of
domains and have certain traits (i.e., personality strength, Noelle-Neumann, 1983; Gnambs
& Batinic, 2011). Specifically, in this study, opinion leadership refers to the tracing app,
and its measurement is oriented towards Childers’ scale (1986; Geber, 2019). Respondents
were asked how often they tried to convince others based on their own opinions, argue for
the use of the tracing app, offered information, and were asked for their opinion in
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conversations about the tracing app. The corresponding items are listed in Table 3 and were
introduced with the question: “When you think about your exchanges with others on the
the tracing app of the Federal Office of Public Health (SwissCovid app; e.g., in person, via
(video) phone or messenger applications, such as WhatsApp), how often do the following
scenarios occur?” The items were internally consistent, and we computed a mean index.

Item

Table 3. Measure of App-Related Opinion Leadership.
Mean (SD)

Index

2.56 (1.17)

I argue for the use of the tracing app.
I bring in information about the tracing app.
I try to convince my conversation partners of my opinion.
I am asked for my opinion regarding the tracing app.

2.93 (1.56)
2.44 (1.36)
2.42 (1.38)
2.44 (1.26)

α
.86

Note. n = 1,480; α = Cronbach’s alpha.
Analysis Strategy
The analysis aimed to test differences between refusers, ditherers, adopters, and deadopters. The Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) indicated that the measures were
not normally distributed in each group, and the Levene test showed that the groups did not
have equal variances. Given, further, that the groups differ in their size (ranging from
ndeadopt = 61 to nadopt = 780), we used the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test (Kruskal &
Wallis, 1952) to examine the significance of differences between the four groups. On
rejection of the null hypothesis and thus the indication of differences across the groups, the
Dunn test with a Bonferroni adjustment (Dunn, 1961) was used to examine the differences
between the adoption types. All analyses were run in R (R Core Team, 2019), and plots
were created with the ggplot package (Wickham, 2016).
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Results
To investigate the sociodemographic profiles of participants, we describe the types
of adopters in line with the sample’s quotas of gender, age, and language region. Table 4
reveals that age is distributed relatively equally across the adoption types, while the
proportion of women is comparatively high among the ditherers. The proportion of people
from the German-speaking region of Switzerland is relatively high among the adopters and
de-adopters. Among the refusers, the proportion of people from the French-speaking
region, and among the ditherers, the proportion of the Italian part is higher than in other
adoption groups.
Table 4. Gender, Age, and Language Region Distribution of the Types of Adopters.
Refusers
Ditherers
Adopters
De-adopters
n (%)

203 (13.2%)

430 (28.0%)

786 (51.2%)

61 (3.9%)

Females

52%

56%

47%

43%

Age

M = 45.7
(SD = 17.6)

M = 46.0
(SD = 17.4)

M = 47.0
(SD = 17.3)

M = 41.8
(SD = 19.0)

Language
Region

GE: 59.1%
FR: 35.5%
IT: 5.4%

GE: 66.7%
FR: 23.3%
IT: 10.0%

GE: 74.3%
FR: 19.6%
IT: 6.1%

GE: 77.0%
FR: 18.0%
IT: 4.9%

Note. N = 1,535.
There are significant differences among refusers, ditherers, adopters, and deadopters in all dimensions being studied: benefit/cost perceptions, knowledge, and opinion
leadership. Figure 2 illustrates the differences with regard to the perceptions of individuals
from each type about the public health benefits and the costs of data misuse.
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Figure 2. Perceived health benefits and perceived privacy costs of the types of
adopters.
Note. n = 1,480; nref = 203, ndith = 430, nadopt = 786, ndeadopt = 61; scale: 1 = do not agree at
all to 5 = totally agree; Kruskal-Wallis tests: individual health: H(3) = 472.77, p < .001;
health of personal social context: H(3) = 455.61, p < .001; public health: H(3) = 495.36, p
< .001; risk of data misuse: H(3) = 246.08, p < .001; likelihood of data misuse: H(3) = 220,
p < .001; severity of data misuse: H(3) = 75.3, p < .001; different subscripts (a, b, c, d)
represent significant differences according to the Dunn test with Bonferroni adjustment (p
< .05).
Figure 2 shows that, across all subdimensions (individual health, health of personal
social context, public health), adopters rate the health benefits the highest, while refusers
rate it the lowest. Pairwise comparisons indicate that both groups differ in this regard from
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each other as well as from the other types of adopters, the ditherers and the de-adopters.
The ditherers and de-adopters, however, do not differ in the extent of their perceived
benefits. Adopters perceive the risk and likelihood of data misuse the lowest, and refusers,
the highest. Again, both types significantly differ from each other and from the other
adoption types (the ditherers and de-adopters). The picture is less distinct regarding the
perceived severity of data misuse. Refusers, ditherers, and de-adopters assess the
consequences of data misuse to be equally severe; only the adopters differ from the other
types perceiving the consequences as less severe.
Though the items on perceived benefits and costs are not directly comparable, it is
notable that for adopters, the public health benefits outweigh the risk of data misuse,
whereas for refusers, the risk of data misuse outweighs the public health benefits. People
who hesitate to install the app (ditherers) and people who had installed the app but
uninstalled it (refusers) weigh benefits and costs relatively equally.
Table 5. Knowledge Levels of the Types of Adopters.
Refusers
Ditherers
Adopters
De-adopters
Knowledge

M = 0.81a

M = 0.98a,b

M = 1.50c

M = 1.26b,c

(SD = 0.86)

(SD = 0.90)

(SD = 0.94)

(SD = 0.96)

Note. n = 1,480; nref = 203, ndith = 430, nadopt = 786, ndeadopt = 61; scale: 0 = no correct
responses to 3 = three correct responses; Kruskal-Wallis test for knowledge: H(3) =
130.13, p < .001; different subscripts (a, b, c, d) represent significant differences according
to the Dunn test with Bonferroni adjustment (p < .05).
There were also differences among the four types of adopters regarding knowledge
on how the tracing app processes data. Table 5 reveals that adopters know the most, and
refusers know the least about data collection, storage, and accessibility. Both groups
significantly differ from each other but do not have significantly more or less knowledge
compared to ditherers and de-adopters.
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Figure 3 displays the distribution of app-related opinion leadership among the four
groups of adopters. Adopters have the highest opinion leadership and significantly differ
in this respect from the other adoption types. People who had once installed the app but deadopted it later on (de-adopters) range second in opinion leadership; however, they do not
significantly differ from ditherers. Refusers show the least opinion leadership.

Figure 3. App-related opinion leadership of the types of adopters.
Note. n = 1,480; nref = 203, ndith = 430, nadopt = 786, ndeadopt = 61; scale 1 = never to 5 = very
often; Kruskal-Wallis test for opinion leadership: H(3) = 387.29, p < .001; different
subscripts (a, b, c, d) represent significant differences according to the Dunn test with
Bonferroni adjustment (p < .05).
Discussion
Our typology-based approach to app adoption was meaningful as significant
differences were found among the types with regard to their perceptions about app-related
benefits and costs, knowledge about data handling in technology, and app-related opinion
leadership. In the following, we will summarize and discuss the results for each type.
Types of Tracing-App Adopters
Refusers. Refusers have not installed the app and have no intention to do so in the
future. These people perceive the highest risk of data misuse and, at the same time, the
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lowest public health benefits. It is notable that they are the only group that perceives the
risk of data misuse to be higher than the benefit of the app and thus perceive an unfavorable
trade-off when it comes to app adoption. Interestingly, this group also knows relatively
little about data handling on the app, indicating that their privacy concerns are not well
reasoned. As they are not convinced of the utility of the app, it comes as no surprise that
refusers do not serve as opinion leaders who promote the use of the app.
Ditherers. In contrast to refusers, ditherers do not generally reject app adoption but
hesitate to install and use the app. This adoption type encompasses slightly more women
compared to other groups. With regard to all measures under study, they are ranging in the
midfield relative to the other groups, which reflects well their uncertainty. They realize the
benefits of the app, but, at the same time, perceive to a certain extent the risk of data misuse.
Also, they are neither the best nor the worst informed about data handling on the app. Given
this uncertainty, it is plausible that ditherers do not act as opinion leaders with regard to the
app.
Adopters. Adopters have the highest degree of opinion leadership and seem to see
themselves as ambassadors for the app. Adopters are convinced of the public health
benefits of the tracing app and do not perceive a risk of data misuse. This means that for
them, the app-related benefits outweigh the potential risks of data misuse. They have a
relatively high knowledge about data handling on the app, indicating that they are aware of
the privacy measures implemented in the app’s design.
De-adopters. De-adopters are people who had installed the app but deactivated or
uninstalled it afterwards. They are similar to ditherers in many aspects, which makes sense
given that their reverted adoption decision indicates some degree of uncertainty. However,
they seem to be a bit more knowledgeable with regard to data handling on the app and also
show slightly more opinion leadership than ditherers, which may be due to their first-hand
experiences of using the app. However, these differences are not statistically significant,
mainly because the size of the group of de-adopters is quite small (n = 61) and the
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confidence intervals are accordingly large. Thus, these differences should be interpreted
with caution.
Implications
Our typology-based approach follows the call for a profound understanding of app
adoption in population subgroups to identify relevant target groups and to ultimately
enhance the rate of app adoption through communication strategies (Wyl, Bonhoeffer, et
al., 2020). Given the above profiles of the distinct adoption types, communication efforts
should focus on the groups of ditherers and adopters. Ditherers are the most promising
target group for behavioral change efforts. In contrast to refusers, who are unwilling to
adopt the tracing app and thus, may be hard to convince, ditherers are uncertain regarding
the adoption of the app. Additionally, the group of ditherers is relatively large compared to
other groups, and the app would be more effective if ditherers could be turned into adopters.
Adopters, on the other hand, may be the best means to reach out to ditherers as interpersonal
communication is powerful in influencing decisions to adopt innovations (Katz, 2015; Katz
& Lazarsfeld, 1955; Rogers, 2002; Southwell & Yzer, 2009). Also, adopters are app-related
opinion leaders, implicating that they can be strategically used to disseminate information
about data handling on the app and to convince ditherers of the app’s public health benefits.
This finding is in line with the diffusion of innovation model (Rogers, 1995), which expects
early adopters to have the highest degree of opinion leadership and ditherers to look to
opinion leaders for advice and information about the tracing app.
While we suggest focusing communication strategies on ditherers (as potential
converts) and adopters (as opinion leaders), further efforts may target refusers to convince
them to adopt the app. Given the relatively high extent of privacy concerns in this group
and their limited knowledge of data handling on the app, an educational campaign may be
an effective strategy (Nowak & Phelps, 1992). Such a campaign should focus on providing
information on how tracing technologies actually work and their public health benefits. In
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this vein, an educational campaign may be able to reduce privacy concerns and to convert
refusers at least into ditherers, who show some willingness to adopt the app in the future.
Beyond these type-related implications, our results also indicate the need to
improve public perceptions about the benefits of public health while at the same time,
reducing privacy concerns. Both perceptions have been shown to play important roles in
the adoption process in previous studies; the former promotes, and the latter reduces app
adoption (e.g., Hassandoust et al., 2020; Redmiles, 2020). According to this study, the
weighting of both factors may be crucial, and in line with the privacy calculus model (Keith
et al., 2013; Laufer & Wolfe, 1977), the perceived public health benefits need to outweigh
the perceived risk of data misuse in order for the app to be adopted. A recent study on apprelated reports in Swiss media reveals that the unclarity on the tracing app’s effectiveness
is one of the major topics in the media (Wyl, 2020). This hampers the widespread diffusion
of the app in the Swiss population and demonstrates the need for providing information
communication that emphasizes the potential benefits of the SwissCovid app.
The results on respondents’ knowledge about how data is processed by the app
demonstrate that the Swiss population needs to be educated about the technical aspects of
the SwissCovid app. Across all types, the knowledge on the data collection, storage, and
accessibility on the app is low. Hence, action is needed, especially as the results indicate
an association between knowledge and privacy concerns (r = -.30). The more people know
about data handling on the app, the less concerned they are about their privacy. This finding
extends the results of previous research on tracing app acceptance that mainly focuses on
the role of privacy concerns but does not consider the role of knowledge (Bachtiger et al.,
2020; Hassandoust et al., 2020; O'Callaghan et al., 2020; Walrave et al., 2020; Wyl,
Höglinger, et al., 2020).
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Limitations
There are some limitations that need to be considered. The most important
limitation is the online mode of the survey, which may produce an overestimation of app
adoption. Our data suggest that adopters make up 51.2% of the Swiss population. Other
online surveys conducted in Switzerland report similarly high adoption rates of about 47%
(Wyl, Höglinger, et al., 2020) and 46% (Brüesch et al., 2020). These numbers are likely an
overestimation of actual app adoption in the general population, which is most likely due
to the above-average affinity of online panel participants for such technologies.
Furthermore, people concerned about privacy may be less likely to take an online survey.
However, as the study’s primary aim was to learn about the qualitative differences between
the types of adopters in terms of their benefit/cost perceptions, knowledge, and opinion
leadership and not about the group sizes of the types, this limitation does not concern the
study’s main aim.
The second limitation is the small size of the de-adopters group (n = 61), which is
mainly due to the timing of data collection (only one week after the release of the app).
Because of the small size of this group, the distinctiveness of the de-adopters is difficult to
assess as the confidence intervals are quite large. Thus, statements on the de-adopters’
profiles should be made with caution. It may be insightful to explore this group and its
reasons for de-adoption in further surveys that are conducted much later after the app’s
release.
The third limitation deals with the use of self-reports in survey studies, which
particularly affects the measurement of opinion leadership and app adoption. The validity
of self-designated opinion leadership scales has been questioned (Weimann, 1994), and
alternative methods of opinion leader identification have been used in communication
research (Valente & Pumpuang, 2006), such as network analysis-based techniques
(Friemel, 2015). However, self-designation scales can be easily administered in surveys
and thus combined with other important measures as in the present study. Further, a recent
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observational study suggests that self-designated opinion leadership is actually associated
with opinion effects (Geber, 2019). Similarly, tracing-app adoption is also based on selfreports and not on observed data, such as tracing data. Even though the survey was
conducted as an anonymous online survey, social desirability may result in over-reporting
of app usage. However, given the data security measures built into tracing technologies,
there is no way of integrating tracing and survey data on the individual level, which makes
survey studies the only feasible way for investigating the adoption of tracing technology.
Conclusion
The present typology-based approach complements current research on tracing-app
adoption as it considers app adoption as a complex phenomenon that encompasses
decisions that are not yet made as well as those that have been revised. The differentiation
of distinct types of adopters based on their positions in the decision process was insightful.
We found differences between the types of adopters concerning their perceptions about
health benefits and costs of data misuse, their knowledge about data handling in
technology, and their app-related opinion leadership. An advantage of this approach is that
findings can be directly translated into implications for communication strategies that aim
to enhance the rate of app adoption in the population. Communication efforts should focus
on ditherers and adopters; the former are the most promising target group for behavioral
change efforts, and the latter seem to be the best means to reach out to ditherers because of
their pronounced opinion leadership.
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